This article deals with the models of Christian feasts as an important plot-constructing topos of
Introduction
Modern literary criticism has traditionally studied V. Rasputin's works in the context the island) and shamanism ("Krai vozle samogo neba" ("The Land Next to the Very Sky"), 1966), thus forming a belief in two different religions which is peculiar to the Russian culture in general. Christianity is divided into Orthodoxy (which is impossible to isolate in its pure form) and Old Belief (which is characteristic to the writer's village prose). Rasputin's later work gets a trace of speculative metaphysics (Rybal'chenko, 2007, 6-26) as a variant of an intellectual hero's transformed religion. The writer's worldview is a complex synthesis of the attitudes mentioned above. Yet, these are Christian or Russian agrarian feasts that are most commonly chosen as time reference points.
Problem statement
This article is mainly focused not on the chronotopos proper but on constructing the plots on the models of Christian feasts, reflecting the most important milestones in the Blessed Virgin's and Christ's being (these are divided into domonical and deiparous) (Zadorozhnaia, 1991, 8) . The holidays symbolically familiarize people with biblical events. Thus, composing the plot on their model duplicates a sacred act proper.
Models of Candlemas and Assumption as feasts of preparation to death
Perception of death as a feast roots from the faith in the Resurrection of Christ and immortality of the soul. It is a common thing throughout Rasputin's mature works: the old woman Anna sees a rainbow at the moment of enlightenment before death; dying Nastyona hears the bells "calling <...> someone to holiday" (Rasputin, 2007b, 254); in "Farewell to Matyora" (1976) decorating the houses (izbas) before the flood is accompanied with festive ritualsmaking lime by old Darya, whitewashing the chamber. It is important that this perception of death is peculiar for the righteous persons only.
In later stories this parallel is conceptualized in a new way: Aksinya Egorovna ("V tu zhe zemliu" ("Into the Same Earth), 1995) dies when Pashuta, her daughter, is on "a special customer service". The event is not important. It is celebrated by some "unimportant organization"
that is regarded as a sign of a collective, formal nature of the event. Chronologically it serves the time reference point of the ordinance of death. Aksinya Egorovna dies alone, in her sleep (Stepanova, 2014, 277) .
In the writer's poetics perception of death as a feast precedes a symbolic Ascension. As for Resurrection, the path of repentance and redemption is necessary for it. It is worth while noting that Resurrection naturally precedes
Ascension. Yet, the righteous persons, depicted by Rasputin as those who already attained holiness, skip the act of making atonement and are immediately taken into another world.
Preparation for death is most fully embodied in the models of Candlemas and Assumption feasts depicted in the story "The Last Term" (1970) . Waiting for the transition is connected with looking forward to meeting with the daughter.
The motif of the need to meet with a child to get one's quietus duplicates the model of Candlemas.
It is the expectation that is associated with the feeling of the end, the last term which justifies the title of the story: "Tan'chora can come only today, this is the last term for her to be released" (Rasputin, 2007b, 146) . The lexeme "release" is an allusion to Simeon's prayer: "Now Lord, You are releasing Your bond-servant to depart in peace" (Luke, 2:29) . The aged nun Anna was a witness of the elder Simeon's meeting with the Messiah.
The failure to meet with Tan'chora is a "sin" for the mother which she should be purged of before the Court of God. Her words "You've let me die without meeting with Tan'chora" (Rasputin, 2007b, 165) involuntarily evoke associations with death without Sacrament. The heroine talks to the death, literally drawing a contractual agreement with it, which also correlates to archaic practices. Before passing away Anna wants to fall asleep in order not to "scare the death with her eyes open" (Rasputin, 2007b, 172) .
Anna thinks that after the transition "the eyes will fall off and get lost in the straw. The stairs will also disappear -until next time. The earth will become smooth and the morning will come. Live morning" (Rasputin, 2007b, 177) . In fact, death is embedded in a life cycle. It is just one of the turns of life (after death there comes a reviving morning).
Coming back to one's family is given a special emphasis in the course of transition:
And from the Mother Church
Into the Mother Earth
To your family (Rasputin, 2007b, 204) .
Apart from the fact that the rite of crying is pagan, the transition from the church to the earth, with the apostles. However, the foregrounding of the structural model is obvious: all the children come to say goodbye to their mother except for one -Tan'chora. The Assumption is described as follows: "The Virgin was lying on the death-bed, besprent with flowers, and waiting for Her Son.
Suddenly infinite light began to shine, darkening the lamps; the chamber's roof opened and Christ himself came down" (Skaballanovich, 1916, 2) .
The opened roof, radiant light, the old woman's firm belief that her death will be "easy" as "there is no need for them to torture each other in the end" are the constructs that prove Assumption to be the plot-constructing model of "The Last Term".
In the writer's later work the model is extremely minimized. However, the description of the righteous' death will be also associated with the Virgin's code both stylistically and symbolically. The connection of death with the space of sleep is one of the toposes: Nastyona is "exhausted to sleep"; having awaked from their sleep in Bogodul's "henhouse", Matyora old women felt dead; in "Pominnyi den'" ("Funeral day") Senya falls asleep on the place of a flooded cemetery. Pashuta ("V tu zhe samuiu zemliu" ("Into the Same Earth"),1995) puts "a pillow under her dead mother's head as if for a sleep" (Rasputin, 2007b, p. 276) . The old woman's image is given a focus on iconographic canons that reinforces a symbolic link with the Virgin (Kovtun, 2015, pp. 58-74 ).
In the final story "Ivan's Daughter, Ivan's Mother" (2003) a feast will precede a symbolic death. Before setting off to revenge Tamara decides to "make dinner" (Rasputin, 2007b, p. 217) . A festive meal is sacral in itself but here it is rather a funeral feast of life gone and lost forever. A meal is also of a uniting -at least formally -nature, everyone gathers around the table. Tamara's revenge was aimed at the family's 
The Model of Ascension
The motif of preparation for death is logically followed by the model of Ascension. In the story the heroine is surrounded by Sophian elements: air, sky, sunlight. Anna's fate is actually inscribed in the hagiographic canon even when she is alive. Anna's death is both a new birth and a transition into a sacral space.
Since the old woman is endued with the traits of the saints in her lifetime, it is needless say about at its last term: "But this summer is the last: it will flood in the autumn" (Rasputin, 2007b, 11) .
Thus, preparedness to death openly reigns on the island. This evidently portends a catastrophe as all the elements become hostile (water -flooding, fire -madness). The island is both a paradise and an island of the dead.
The denouement of the narrative is ambiguous. The alleged ascension is duplicated with the description of the flooding. The old women feel dead. They describe the transition as follows: "I flew in the darkness and didn't look at the light" (Rasputin, 2007b, 233) . Traditionally the fog is a symbol of the border between the real and the unreal; in Christianity it precedes Revelation. In fact, the writer finishes the text with a moment of transition: the island ascends, moves to another space.
The story model definitely duplicates the folk perception of the feast, but transforming it.
In V. Rasputin's mature works the construct will be changed even more essentially: in the story "Izba" ("The Village House") the death that continues the present will be presented as the entrance to the metaphysical, a travel to another, but existing within the narrative, space (the same technique will be used in the story "Videnie" ("Vision").
Parallel of Ascension and drowning is repeated in the writer's prose a number of times. Thus, before her death Nastya ("Live and Remember", 1974) sees in the water "the scintillation, as if from a pretty creepy tale, -the sky flew and trembled in it" (Rasputin, 2007b, 253) . The possibility of getting to the sky through the water is the completion of her way of the cross, some granted forgiveness.
The Ascension model implies a hero's static state. It is either achieved through ordeals (thus, the prior motifs of the way of the Cross and Resurrection are necessary) or naturally results from a hero's life and destiny (the righteous old women, the God's fools do not change in the texts).
The models of Transfiguration and Resurrection
The image of transfiguration as an invariant of the plot is distinguished in V. Ivanova's works.
She defines it as "a verbal link of images and motifs with a conventional nomination 'callmountain-meeting-light'" (Ivanova, 2014, 268) .
The invariant reveals itself in many texts: "The Last Term", "Natasha" (1981) Christianity. Another important factor is that the heroine is "exhausted to sleep", which is a sign of the transition state. It is noteworthy that regarding her pregnancy as the way of the cross, Nastyona thinks of the ascension: "She will not be probably left without mercy, and when in need she will be helped and may well be taken to heaven for her sufferings" (Rasputin, 2007b, 114) .
The heroine's suicide is the climax of the story, its threshold situation making it possible to dwell upon the predominance of one or another discourse on the basis of the logic of the story.
In Orthodoxy a suicide is a grave sin, "a blasphemy against the Holy spirit of God" (see N. Berdyaev "Of Suicide"), and it consequently prevents from transfiguration. In paganism they had a practice of "mutual death" when they sacrificed themselves to the deceased spouse. According to this position, Andrey dies not physically but only mentally and spiritually. Thus, the replacement of a victim takes place. Rasputin tells about this himself: it was Andrey who had to die but not Nastyona. Suicide most logically fits in some old believers' self-immolations -the death through cleaning elements as a transition to heaven (it is known that Atamanovka is a real toponym, an old believer settlement; in other stories Maxim Vologzhin, one of the characters, will be directly associated with the kerzhaks (the old believers)).
It is also important that Nastyona will be mourned and buried, and thus, her sin is forgiven. In fact, (Isaeva, 2011, 102) . Through the symbolism of color the field becomes a space of eonotopos.
The narrator speaks of the coming of spring and notes that "no land is rootless" (Rasputin, 2007a, 81) . He considers the unity with nature to be a true path. This introduces a new variant of exit from the profane space: expiational sacrifice has been performed, the old world has been mourned, and the hero leaves for another space giving hope for the revival of nature (Kovtun, 2013, 77-87) . The model of Resurrection is interpreted through the natural space. Combining discourses, it is foregrounded together with the symbols of Transfiguration and Ascension that is determined by the meaning and chronology of the feasts.
Conclusion
The models of Christian feasts foregrounded in the text are in some way or another connected with death and overcoming of it which is the basis of Christianity. The conditionality of festive patterns evocation is important to understand since the text is not composed according to their canon. However, the concept of death, formed by the Orthodox culture including the feasts (these were one of the first actions aimed at the destruction of paganism, its replacement with the Christian feasts), is reflected in the writer's prose. Other than the models discussed in the article, the significant feasts in V. Rasputin's texts are those of Holy Protection (in the writer's later works old women deaths come in this period, and the snow covering the grave is a symbol of forgiveness and transition) and the Feast of the Holy Spirit or Trinity (on this day the gifts are brought not to the church but to the kingly larch, that specifies the change of accents in prose).
